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Systems in Sync

“The system allows me to track

Tight integration between business
modules was something Valimet had
come to expect, thanks to its choice
of Sage MAS 90 ERP. Selecting Sage
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Further maximize system’s operational
efficiencies by adding extended HR capabilities
that will help manage complex payroll and
benefits requirements

Sage MAS 90 financial and distribution
modules plus Abra HR

Full-featured HR capabilities; seamless interface
between systems; streamlined data flow from payroll
to HR; precise employee/employer costs calculations
and tracking; integrated reports; built-in audits
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Now I simply input the various contract agreements,
enter personnel data, and the HR module figures out
the particulars.” As an example, the software can be
programmed to give an additional week of vacation
after a ten-year anniversary, something Foster says is
all too easy for HR staff to overlook.
The new system is especially easy to use because
of its seamless interface between Sage MAS 90
and Abra HR. Data only has to be entered once,
streamlining the workload for harried HR staffers.
Basic employee, insurance and benefit data is
transferred automatically the Payroll module of
Sage MAS 90 to HR—or vice versa— through sharing
capabilities within the interface. Built-in audit reports

“ We’ve been thrilled with the
performance of Abra HR and
Sage MAS 90, and how easily
they coordinate to form an
integrated solution. At long last,
our HR tasks are manageable.”

correct any accidental omissions or errors before
data is transferred, ensuring that information in both
systems is accurate and up to date.
Foster can create integrated reports at the click of

Jan Foster
Accounting Manager
Valimet, Inc.

a button, drawing on information from HR, Sage
MAS 90, or both. She can maintain different naming
convention codes in each system if she wants, and
track up to eight different absence pay types such as
holiday or sick pay.
“We’ve been thrilled with the performance of Abra HR
and Sage MAS 90, and how easily they coordinate
to form an integrated solution,” comments Foster. “At
long last, our HR tasks are manageable. I recommend
the system to anyone with the complex payroll and
benefits requirements we have.”
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